






The actor was a _________________, with people waiting hours just to 

see him leave the theater.

1. nonentity

2. polemicist

3. phenomenon

4. neologism

5. philistine

HOMEWORK



VOCABULARY

FRUITION

Meaning : The time when a plan, etc. starts to 

be successful

Synonyms : Realization , Achievement 

Antonyms : Failure , Disappointment

Sentence : None of his plans came to fruition 

because of the inherently faulty planning.



100+ 

ERROR 

DETECTION





It covers a range of different situations, (a) / against which medical science 

has made big (b) / breakthroughs in terms of understanding, (c) / lowering 

mortality and targeting therapies.(d)/  No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 5

No error



Only karmic justice could make sense of why(a) / cancer strikes one tobacco-

chewing(b) / person and not another, he said,(c) / finally backing of and 

apologizing.(d) No error (e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

Correct phrase will be – backing off 

backing off – draw back from action or confrontation. 



When politicians compare racism or corruption or (a)/ certain religions to 

cancer, they’re certainly (b)/ suggesting some violent treatment – wrench it 

out,(c) / irradiate it, destroy everything in the vicinity. (d)No error (e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘certainly’ with ‘usually’ 

Certainly – used to emphasize the speaker’s belief and what is said is true



Recently, we’ve viewed it as a disease (a)/ of consumer capitalism run 

amok, worry (b)/ about non-stick pans and artificial sweeteners (c)/ and 

hair dye and microwaves and cellphones. (d) No error (e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘worry‘ with ‘worrying‘ 



People often complain with the military (a)/ metaphors for cancer; when 

it is a battle (b)/ to be bravely fought, when tumours (c)/ are invaders, 

when chemotherapy is warfare.(d) No Error (e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

Replace ‘with’ with ‘about’ 

about – on the subject of; concerning. 



The unique identification number bolstered (a)/ by an individual’s 

biometric data is now (b)/ being used for everything from school (c)/ 

admissions to obtaining death certificates. (d) No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 5

No error



Perhaps one way in which to see the (a)/ difference among the two is to (b)/ 

borrow an analogy from the (c)/ realm of entrepreneurial enterprise.(d)No 

error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘among’ with ‘between‘ 

between – at, into, or across the space separating (two objects or regions). 



They form a company with a registered (a)/ trademark and have it list on 

the (b)/ sacramental stock exchange to compete (c)/ with similar other 

organizations. (d) No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘list’ with ‘listed‘ 

Has/have + Verb3rd form.”have it listed…



No court will ban bad tea either, even (a)/ though the judges pass through 

those (b)/ airports and see the injustice happen (c)/ in front of their eye 

every day.(d) No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

Replace ‘eye’ with ‘eyes’ 

their  + plural noun



Indeed, it should considered meeting future (a)/ demand by importing part 

of its needs (b)/ rather than trying to set up giant (c)/ refineries that export 

surplus production. (d) No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

Replace ‘considered’ with ‘consider’ 

Should + verb first form. 



If Sharma’s statement is meant to be a (a)/ rationalization of state failure in 

upholding (b)/ public health, then it is a bizarre extension (c)/ of the same 

principle to matters of disease as well as.(d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

Replace ‘as well as’ with ‘as well’ ‘As well (as)’ means also/too. ‘As well’ goes at 

the end of a sentence, only. ‘As well as’ is placed at the beginning or in the middle 

of a sentence: 

• 



Christ returns at the time of the Inquisition (a)/ to preach his gospel that the 

kingdom (b)/ of heaven is within us, that we need (c)/ neither church nor 

clergy to enter it. (d) No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 5

No Error



It tracked the spot price of every crude around (a)/ the globe, and seized 

opportunities to buy dirty (b)/ crudes that were relatively cheap compared 

(c)/ with the refined products they could produce. (d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

Replace ‘around’ with ‘across‘ 

across – from one side to the other of (a place, area, etc.)



Often moving beyond the journalistic role, he utilised his (a)/ numerous 

political friendship to bring together (b)/ parties and leaders and sought (c)/ 

to influence major developments. (d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

It should be ‘friendships’ 



There was a streak for conservatism in his (a)/ political outlook, which 

influenced the manner in (b)/ which he addressed the issues before the (c)/ 

country, both as an analyst and as a playwright.(d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

Replace “for” with “of”. 



Remember also that our (a)/ thoughts send in a kind of (b)/ magnetism that 

draws to us whatever (c)/ is expressive of that thought. (d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘send in’ with ‘send out’ 

Send out (phrasal verb) – If you send out things such as letters or bills, you send 

them to a large number of people at the same time.



People with that attitude will have the (a)/ degree of relaxation needed to 

work (b)/ without tension or fear, and even if (c)/ they fail, they are able for 

rise again. (d)No error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

Replace ‘for’ with ‘to’. to – expressing motion in the direction of (a particular 

location) and used with the base form of a verb to indicate that the verb is in the 

infinitive, in particular. 



We have to be practical, but the most (a)/ important thing is to have faith in 

(b)/ God and to live in the thought (c)/ that God is with you, always. (d)No 

error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 5

No Error



Thousands of medical students (A)/ and 

government employee(B) / are alleged to have 

benefited (C)/ from the cosy arrangements.(D) 

No Error (E) 

HOMEWORK

Find the error




